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For departmental use only.
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It is the responsibility of the researcher to secure permission from the copyright holder. If copyright is not owned by Logan, a letter of permission from the copyright holder must be attached to this request.
Conditions for Use

1. Credit as follows:

   Collection title and/or file name  
   Logan Archives, Logan College of Chiropractic

2. Credit lines must appear with the item or on a credit page indicating page number and location on the page for each item. Media may use a credit screen at the beginning or end to give credit to the appropriate source.

3. Permission to reproduce, publish, or display an item from the Logan Archives must be requested in writing. Requests for manuscript items should include collection name, box #, folder name, and item title when possible. Books and media should include the title, creator, publishing year, name of publisher or responsible organization, and the catalog number when possible.

4. Permission to publish or display an item from the Logan Archives must be granted in writing on this permission form. Possession of a Logan Archives item does not constitute permission to use it.

5. In some cases, the Logan Archives may request that a copy of the publication be donated to the Logan Archives.

6. In requesting permission to reproduce materials from the Logan Archives Collections, the requestor agrees to hold harmless Logan College of Chiropractic, its officers and employees, from any actions involving infringement of the rights of any person or heirs and descendants in common law or under statutory copyright. If Logan College of Chiropractic or the Logan Archives does not believe it owns the copyright of an item, it will supply the requestor with the name of the creator, if possible. It is the requestor’s responsibility to obtain in writing permission to publish from the copyright holder.

7. Permission is for one time use only. Logan College of Chiropractic retains all rights to the items and they will not be used for any purpose other than that listed on the permission request.

8. Photos may be cropped to suit design and layout but they may not be altered or drawn upon so that they look in any way different from how they appear in the historical collections.

9. The Logan Archives reserves the right to refuse permission or provide photo reproduction services to publishers or individuals who do not comply with our policies.

Permission may be granted for the following uses:

- Advertising
- Book publishing
- Broadcast television or radio
- Brochure/pamphlet
- Websites
- Exhibit/presentation
- Magazines/journals
- Newspaper
- Slide shows
- Video
- Slide shows
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